A considerable number of studies have examined how intrinsic factors regulate breast cancer cell behaviours; however, physical microenvironmental cues may also modulate cellular morphology, proliferation, and migration and mechanical properties. In the present study, the surrounding microenvironment of breast cancer cells was constructed using projection microstereolithography, enabling the investigation of the external environment's effects on breast cancer cell behaviours. A poly(ethylene) glycol diacrylate (PEGDA) solution was polymerized by programmable ultraviolet exposure to create arbitrary shapes with high biocompatibility, efficiency, flexibility and repeatability, and the resistance to cell attachment enabled the PEGDA coated film to hinder cell adhesion, allowing cells to grow in specific patterns. Furthermore, breast cancer cell morphology and mechanical properties were modified by altering the microenvironment. Proliferation was higher in breast cancer as compared to normal cells, consistent with the primary characteristic of malignant tumors. Moreover, breast cancer cells migrated more rapidly when grown in a narrow channel as compared to a wider channel. These findings enhance our understanding of the role of the microenvironment in breast cancer cell behaviours and can provide a basis for developing effective anticancer therapies.
Introduction
Breast cancer is among the most common types of cancer affecting about 12% of women worldwide. 1 As in other cancers, breast cancer develops as a result of interactions between environmental factors and susceptible cells. Recently, considerable attention has been paid to the regulation of breast cancer cell behaviours by intrinsic factors such as genetic and molecular scale functions. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] In contrast, changes in the physical environment of tumours, while it is increasingly recognized that the microenvironment plays a key role in controlling cell fate by regulating cell behaviours, 7 are lacking effective research. Constructing an extracellular environment in which specific variables can be manipulated can provide insight into the mechanisms underlying interactions between breast cancer cells and their physical microenvironment. Recently, the role of the physical microenvironment in influencing tumour cell behaviours including adhesion, morphology, differentiation, proliferation, migration and drug resistance has garnered increasing attention. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] Gaining a greater understanding of extracellular microenvironmental cues, which physically modulate cancer initiation and progression, will contribute to our general understanding of breast cancer cells and help us to develop approaches for effective anticancer strategies. 15 To this end, engineered extracellular matrix (ECM) surfaces have proven useful in the investigation of interactions between tumour cells and their microenvironment. [16] [17] [18] Therefore, it is of great importance to construct a physical microenvironment wherein the behaviour of tumour cells can be regulated. The recent development of microfabrication techniques involving micro-post arrays, 19 micro-contact printing (μCP) [20] [21] [22] and fabrication of soft biocompatible substrates 22 and micro-fluidic channels 23, 24 have enabled the construction of controllable physical microenvironments that can be altered to evaluate the contribution of external factors to tumour cell proliferation, migration and metastasis. Additionally, numerous studies on the engineering of specialty materials and systems have been conducted to examine the interactions between cancer cells and the microenvironment. Fibronectin contains short peptide sequences, such as arginine-glycine-aspartate (RGD), and is an ECM protein that binds other proteins and interacts with cells, to aid in cell adhesion, migration, and signaling. 25 A similar method showed that ECM can guide the orientation of cell division. 26 Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)-based μCP was used to pattern ECM proteins onto nonadhesive substrates in order to study the role of cell-cell interactions in cell behaviours. This approach indicated that cell-cell contact can stimulate proliferation, which is consistent with many physiological processes. 18 However, the drying step in μCP may compromise the bioactivity of proteins and potential associated contamination may occur during the transfer of PDMS to the substrate. 27 Furthermore, these techniques involve the adsorption of specific proteins or the use of photolithography and soft lithography to guarantee cell adhesion and to set up the microenvironment; these are time-consuming and multistep processes that require specialized instrumentation, which therefore limits their wide application. To overcome these challenges, we developed a rapid, automated technique for creating a specific type of microenvironment for breast cancer cells. Polymerization of a poly(ethylene) glycol diacrylate (PEGDA) solution was induced by programmable ultraviolet (UV) exposure to create arbitrary patterns on glass surfaces. Bio-inert PEGDA surfaces resist protein adsorption and are considered unsuitable for cell adherence, while PEGDA uncovered glass allows cells to adhere and grow.
In this study, we focused on investigating the effects of physical extracellular microenvironmental cues on breast cancer cell progression using modified two-dimensional (2D) surfaces. We assessed breast cancer cell morphology, proliferation, mechanical properties and migration, without altering the physical and biochemical properties of the substrate. Our results suggest that breast cancer cells have a higher proliferation rate than normal cells and faster migration speed when growing in a narrow channel as opposed to a wider channel. Furthermore, we found that cell morphology and mechanical properties could be easily controlled by changing the microenvironment.
Results and discussion

Breast cancer cell morphology
By changing input image sequences, different virtual masks generated by a digital micromirror device (DMD) were utilized to fabricate configurable hydrogel microstructure patterns that are unsuitable for cell adherence. Mask projection stereolithography has been well developed for fabricating PEG-hydrogel microstructures. Liu et al. have fabricated hydrogel-based microvalves using masking techniques. 28 Lee et al. photopatterned PEG hydrogel microstructures modified with collagen to pattern cells. 29 Although the physical mask in most masking techniques used has been fabricated commercially, the time and cost of its fabrication process represent the main obstacles to rapid and inexpensive hydrogel microfabrication. Besides, it is not convenient to change masks during fabrication. To overcome these problems, Chen et al. 30 and we 31 have reported a projection printing system using digital micromirror devices instead of physical photomasks. Prior to printing, bitmap image sequences completely managed by a computer were input into the DMD. Being modulated using a DMD as a digital dynamic mask, polymerization of the pre-polymer solution can be induced to create arbitrary microstructures within several seconds (<5 s) in a single exposure. Thus, our method of fabricating PEG materials using the DMD is highly efficient, flexible and reproducible. Fig. 1 shows the letters ("SIA") constructed by MCF-7 (breast cancer cells) in different fonts using a fabrication system known as "bio-writing". The letters were computer-generated and input into the DMD (Fig. 1c and f ) . Then, the corresponding pattern was projected onto the glass to generate hydrogel patterns. The MCF-7 cells adhered to hollow areas of the pattern (Fig. 1b and e) and fluorescence visualization was achieved by staining with calcein-AM ( Fig. 1a and d) . Moreover, cells that grew into the letter "I" showed a distinct morphology -that is, a higher length-width ratio as compared to those in other letters (Fig. 1d and e) .
As shown in Fig. 1 , the patterned PEGDA restricted the area in which the cells grew, and the shapes formed in the PEGDA hollow area can influence the cell morphology. This effect was shown to be closely related to the hollow shape of PEGDA structures. Consequently, we patterned a circular hollow PEGDA shape on common glass (Fig. 2a) , and after a 2 day culture, the MCF-7 cell morphology was observed by fluorescence microscopy. In contrast to the well-spread cells grown on the common glass surface (Fig. 2d) , cells cultured on the hollow PEGDA pattern formed an approximate circle ( Fig. 2b and c) .
In the common area, cells exhibited a well-spread morphology while those in the restricted area needed to adapt their shapes in order to survive. The deformed cells grew in restricted areas, indicating that the tumour cells were viable and strongly self-adaptive to the environment. However, cell morphology, which provides insight into the cytoskeletal status, is regulated by cellular protrusions. 32 And guiding of cytoskeletal alignments is often modulated by μCP. This technique is widely used to regulate cell morphology by the design features on the stamp, and to control the cell growth position. 33 However, as mentioned above, μCP is a complex and time-consuming experimental process relative to our simple and intuitive method. Furthermore, our method is straightforward and efficient for studying interactions between neighbouring cells, given their crucial role in determining the cell fate and function by forming cell chains.
Cell proliferation
To obtain detailed information on breast cancer cell growth properties on the patterned PEGDA shapes, in addition to MCF-7, three more types of cells (cancer cells control group: HepG2; non-cancerous cells control group: L929, HEK-293) cultured on glass were recorded in real time using optical microscopy. The growth behaviours of cells cultured for 40 h on glass modified with a hollow triangle-shaped PEGDA hydrogel were observed (ESI Fig. S1 †). The confined hollow growth area allowed convenient observation of cell growth and proliferation. The growth process was divided into two phases: (1) cells selected the area to which they adhered and spread in the first 4 h; (2) cells began to proliferate until they covered the area that was not coated with the PEGDA hydrogel (ESI Movie S1 †). During the first phase, after cells deposited onto the PEGDA-covered area, they migrated to the uncovered area and began to grow. The relative growth status (r) was estimated as follows:
The calculated values for relative growth status of different cells as shown in Fig. 3 indicated that the rate of proliferation was higher for the cancer cells than for normal cells, especially at later growth stages. Furthermore, after 12 h, the growth rate of all cell types increased, possibly due to cell-cell contact positively regulating proliferation and clusters of cells exhibiting enhanced proliferative activity. 18 At earlier stages of cell growth, cells were scattered in the restricted area without contacting other cells. However, over time, cells migrated and came into contact with other cells, which likely accelerated proliferation. Moreover, after 30 h, the proliferation rate of cancer cells including MCF-7 was higher than that of normal cells. Therefore, our experimental results demonstrated that the level of proliferative activity was higher in cancerous cells, which is consistent with invasion being a primary characteristic of malignant tumours. In contrast to traditional methods of observing the proliferation of cancer cells cultured in Petri dishes, our method restricted cell growth to specific areas, which enabled subsequent proliferation to be more accurately recorded.
Mechanical properties of patterned MCF-7 cells
In the cell proliferation experiment, we observed that MCF-7 cells were able to grow on the PEGDA surface when PEGDAuncoated areas were filled and there was no remaining space for growth (ESI Fig. S2 †) . To investigate how the mechanical properties of MCF-7 cells were influenced by growth patterns, we used atomic force microscopy (AFM) to measure the Young's modulus of cells growing in different areas. As shown in Fig. 4a , MCF-7 cells were divided into three types: (1) cells that grew on common glass without restricted areas; (2) those that grew on the confined triangle pattern area; and (3) those that grew on the PEGDA surface. The results shown in Fig. 4b indicated that the average Young's modulus of freely growing cells was 3.3 ± 0.8 kPa, while cells growing in the restricted area had a higher value of 4.2 ± 1.1 kPa. In contrast, cells growing on the PEGDA surface were softer (ESI Fig. S3 †) . The mean value of Young's modulus of cells in different areas shows that the Young's modulus of most cells growing in the restricted area became larger than cells growing freely. As mentioned above, cells that grew in defined patterns modified their shapes to adapt to the restrictions imposed by their environment. These processes were regulated by cytoskeletal deformation, and cells actively responded to the experimental conditions by changing their mechanical properties. This result suggested that patterned PEGDA limited the cell growth space and that restricted cells were required to change their cytoskeleton in order to adapt to the new circumstances. Moreover, cross-linked PEGDA was softer than the glass substrate, causing cells growing on the PEGDA surface to become less stiff than normal cells. Furthermore, these results suggest that MCF-7 cell morphology and mechanical properties can be easily regulated by the controlled physical microenvironment constructed by our method.
MCF-7 cell migration with tunable confinement
Cancer cells are able to travel through the walls of nearby blood vessels and migrate to other parts of the body including the lungs, liver, bones or brain through the vascular network. In order to investigate how the channel width affects cell migration, we fabricated honeycomb PEG channels which include three different widths: 10 μm, 20 μm and 30 μm. These PEG channels have the same height: ∼30 μm (ESI Fig. S4 †) . The PEG film can hinder cell adhesion and cells were obliged to grow in the uncovered area (hollow area). And cell migration through different channel widths was continuously monitored by time-lapse microscopy to record cell motility. And the morphology of cells growing in different channels was obtained by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). MCF-7 cells grown in 30 μm channels exhibited a more widely spread structure as observed by SEM imaging; however, cells altered their morphologies to become elongated in order to adapt to the microenvironment of the 10 μm channel (Fig. 5) .
The relationship between channel width and cell morphology was examined by staining the F-actin cytoskeleton of MCF-7 cells (Fig. 6) . The aspect ratio of cells in the narrow channel became larger than that observed for cells growing in the wider channel as shown in Fig. 7c . Except for those in accord with our SEM results, fluorescence microscopy images revealed that the nuclei of cells in the narrow channel were deformed (Fig. 6a-c) . To investigate the migration speeds of different cells in different channels, MCF-7 cells and other cells including cancer and normal cells were observed. As shown in Fig. 7a , the mean migration speeds of both MCF-7 and HeLa cells increased dramatically with decreasing channel width, which appears to be a linear relationship between the migration speeds in each of the channels. The maximum migration speed observed for MCF-7 cells was 17.6 ± 2.3 μm h −1 , corresponding to the 10 μm channel (ESI Movie S2 †). In contrast, compared with cancer cells, the migration speed of normal cells was not related to channel width (Fig. 7b) . In particular, HEK-293 cells migrated at a speed of 18.6 μm h −1 when growing in the widest channel (ESI Movies S3 and S4 †). In addition, the mechanical properties of MCF-7 cells growing in the narrow channel are stiffer than those of cells growing in the wider channel (Fig. 7d) . During migration, a cell body must modify its shape and stiffness to interact with the surrounding tissue structure in order to migrate. The different migration speeds observed here may be explained by the effect of channel width on cytoskeletal architecture and the polarization of the traction force; 34, 35 that is, the narrow channels are capable of regulating the traction force along the direction of the channel, thereby enhancing the migration speed. Mesenchymal migration and amoeboid migration were proposed as the mechanisms for individual cells to study migration. 36 However, cancer cells exhibit both mesenchymal and amoeboid modes of migration; the mesenchymal-amoeboid transition (MAT) was used to explain cancer cell migration. [36] [37] [38] In the light of recent studies, two main factors driving the transition were identified: cell-intrinsic factors and extrinsic factors such as cell confinement and adhesion. 39 Considering that amoeboid migration mostly depends on cell body deformability, we constructed a tunable migrating channel to investigate the influence of physical confinement on the cell migration. It can be observed that cancer cells tended to deform their bodies to migrate in the narrow channel. As reported, non-cancer cells can first undergo mesenchymal migration, but they could eventually display amoeboid migration influenced by confinement. 38, 40 Meanwhile, our results showed that normal cells (HEK-293) could migrate at a higher speed even faster than cancer cells, suggesting that they underwent the amoeboid migration facing specific confinement. To confirm that cell migration required competent actin polymerization, we treated cells with cytochalasin B, which disrupts F-actin and inhibits new polymerization and then observed the cell migration speed. MCF-7 and HeLa cells were cultured in a 20 μm wide channel with different concentrations of cytochalasin B, and the migration speed of each cell was recorded. As shown in Fig. 8 , cytochalasin B inhibited migration in a concentration-dependent manner up to 100 μg mL −1 , at which point cell migration was completely blocked. This indicated that actin played an important role in regulating cell migration. Furthermore, an understanding of cell migration will be important in providing a biological framework for understanding cancer cell characteristics. Processes associated with cell migration including protrusion, adhesion and retraction are controlled by interactions that occur within the actin cytoskeletal structure. The cell membrane is coupled to a contrac- tile cytoskeleton to generate hydrostatic pressure, which is enhanced by actin polymerization. Moreover, the flexibility and adaptability of the actin cytoskeleton interact with its surrounding environment through cell adhesion molecules. This activity regulates cell shape and enables force transmission to be the key driver of cell motility. 41 When exposed to different physical environments, migrating cells alter their cytoskeleton in response to changing physical environments, enabling them to adapt their shape as well as migration speed and direction. Furthermore, physical confinement induces F-actin remodeling 42, 43 which alters the mechanical properties of cells, including the transfer of the actin monomer to the leading and trailing edges of cells as they migrate through narrow channels, which increases the speed of migration. Tumour cell migration has been analysed using various experimental approaches, including micropipette, 44 micro-patterning, 45 wound healing, 46 microfluidics 47 and 3D ECM. 48 Compared with these techniques, our method using PEGDA solution polymerization can be used to create arbitrarily shaped microstructures with high efficiency, flexibility and repeatability, making it a more advantageous form of fabrication. We recognise that the two-dimensional (2D) substrates used in this study cannot fully mimic the complexity of the in vivo extracellular environment. However, 2D substrates have been widely used to investigate the mechanism of cell migration. 49 Migrating tumour cells may encounter 2D
surfaces. In the bone metastasis, the surface of the trabecular bone may exhibit 2D conformations resulting in similar cellular interactions with the blood vessel wall. 50 Ongoing studies will involve construction of 3D hydrogel scaffolds in order to examine migratory trends in 3D matrices.
Conclusions
In this study, PEGDA patterns were fabricated using a DMDbased system, and their effects on breast cancer cell behaviours were examined. Compared to the existing methods, our technique is flexible, effective, and reproducible. Importantly, it offers the possibility of manipulating the substrate topography and thus the microenvironment of cancer cells, enabling the study of various cell behaviours. We found that cell migration through narrow fabricated channels was regulated by traction forces along the direction of the channel, which enhanced the migration speed. Cancer cells can alter their morphology and mechanical properties to adapt and survive; our method provides a tool to study breast cancer cell patterning and cell-cell interactions in vitro. Furthermore, given that targeting the tumour microenvironment is a feasible approach to cancer treatment, application of our method can contribute to a greater understanding of the behaviour of breast cancer cells and provide new insights into cancer progression as well as a basis for treatment strategies.
Experimental section
Projection microstereolithography system
ESI Fig. S5 † shows an illustration of the experimental system for the assembly of the digitally light-addressable modification of the PEGDA hydrogel pattern. As shown, the digital mirror device (DMD)-based modulating projection printing system we developed consists of five parts: a UV laser (wavelength 375 nm, intensity range 0-50 mW), DMD, projection optics, computer controlled stages, and a charge-coupled device camera. The DMD, which is the key component of the system, serves as the dynamic mask and dynamically generates configurable images by digitally processing the projection light. To fabricate the PEGDA patterns, a series of programmable light patterns created by computer software were input into the DMD and then the corresponding images were projected onto the glass substrate through the projection optics. The detailed operating principle of the fabricating system and fabricating hydrogel microstructures has been described in our previous work.
31,51
Materials PEGDA (M n = 700) and diphenyl(2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl)-phosphine oxide (TPO) (both from Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) were combined as a prepolymer solution as follows: pure PEGDA was mixed with ethyl alcohol in a ratio of 1 : 4 (v/v) and magnetically stirred for 30 min until the PEGDA was fully dissolved. The photoinitiator TPO was then added to the PEGDA/ethyl alcohol solution to obtain a concentration of 0.5% (w/v), with stirring for 30 min in the dark to ensure complete dissolution of the TPO. The prepolymer solution was placed on the surface of the glass and cured by exposure to UV light. Upon absorption of the energy from UV radiation, free radicals were generated that broke the carbon-carbon bonds of the PEGDA chains, resulting in the conversion of the solution into a solid film. (Hyclone, Logan, UT, USA) with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin in a 60 mm Petri dish at 37°C and 5% CO 2 . HEK-293 human embryonic kidney cells and L929 mouse fibroblasts were cultured in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium with high glucose supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% penicillin/streptomycin. Before culturing with hydrogel microstructures, cells were detached from the Petri dish by treatment with 0.25% trypsin/EDTA, followed by centrifugation for 3 min at 1000 rpm. The supernatant was removed and 1 ml of fresh culture medium was added to obtain a cell suspension. A 60 mm Petri dish was filled with 6 ml culture medium into which the glass substrate with the patterned PEGDA was submerged. A 200 μl volume of the cell suspension was added to the Petri dish, followed by incubation at 37°C and 5% CO 2 .
Microscopy, fluorescence staining and morphometric analysis
All live-cell and fluorescence imaging analyses were carried out using an Eclipse Ti microscope (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with an incubator chamber that maintained a constant temperature, humidity, and CO 2 level. For fluorescence staining, cells were washed twice with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), and then fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 15-20 min. Fixed cells were rinsed two or three times in PBS with 0.1% Triton X-100 for 10 min at room temperature to increase permeability. To label F-actin, 100 μl of CytoPainter Phalloidin-iFluor 488 Reagent (Abcam, Cambridge, UK) was added to the cells at room temperature for 20-90 min. After removing excess phalloidin conjugate, nuclei were stained by adding 0.5 μg ml −1 4′,6-diamino-2-phenylindole (DAPI; Sigma-Aldrich) for 10 min. For cell pattern visualization, cells were treated with calcein-AM (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) as follows. The glass with patterned cells was washed with PBS, followed by addition of calcein-AM to the PBS solution at a final concentration of 2 μmol l −1 and incubation for 15 min in the CO 2 incubator. Cells were visualized using an epifluorescence microscope. Cell spreading measurements and image analysis were carried out using ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA). Cell elongation was described by the aspect ratio, which was defined as the major axis divided by the minor axis of elliptical cells.
Measurement of mechanical properties
AFM was used to determine the mechanical properties of cells (Bioscope Catalyst; Bruker, Camarillio, CA, USA). In order to mimic the pH and ionic conditions of cultured cells, force mapping was carried out in PBS ( pH 7.4). Measurements were made in fluidic contact mode, and all force curves of each cell were determined at different positions, with 20 force curves obtained at the same loading rate. The elastic modulus of the cell was calculated using the Hertz model. 52 
Measurement of the migration speed of cells
Cells measurements were obtained during the moving phase. As evidenced in the video recordings (ESI Fig. S6 and Movies S2-S4 †), cells assumed a round shape when movement ceased; this enabled us to determine the cell status (migrating or proliferating). We selected the center of the cell (black symbol) as the measuring point. Although cells showed different degrees of spreading, the distance moved was independent of cell size. We did not take into account the effects of cell size on the measurements (ESI Fig. S7 †) .
Statistical analysis
All data are reported as the mean ± standard error of the mean. Sample means were compared using analyses performed by ANOVA, followed by Tukey's post hoc test. P < 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.
